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In Vaccine War, combat is in
realtime, and you are a hero
taking on your enemies and

saving wounded allies. How to
play: Your arrow is a weapon

that you can fire at enemies as
long as they are still on the

battlefield. One of your
weapons has limited ammo. A
melee strike is only available if

you manage to reach the
enemy before they lock their

shields. Each phase of the game
has a different situation for the

battlefield. When you hit an
enemy, your attacks will
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damage their body and damage
their shield. You can also open

lock boxes to find item and
money rewards. You can
upgrade your weapon to

change their strength and to
increase their ammo amount.
Classes: There are 3 classes in

the game: Healer, Tank and
Combat. The main role of the
Healer is to heal the wounded

people. They have a bomb-type
weapon that de-energize the
enemies. The Tank can tank

enemies and keep others from
killing the healer. The Combat

type has a powerful attack.
They have an armor to protect
them. Weapon Upgrades: You
can upgrade the weapon with
several parts. Each weapon is
divided in 3 parts. There is a

total of 18 different weapons in
the game. Research: You can

increase the stats of your
weapon or armor by
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researching them. You can also
fight with different types of

enemies for different bonuses
and research points. Rewards:
You will get one reward at the
end of the mission after saving

a number of people. The
rewards will be rewarded

according to your finishing time.
Recent Featured Game(s):

Videos Hardcore Gamer This is
a list of all the games reviewed
by Hardcore Gamer in episode
#59... Different game genres

reviewed in this episode: -
Action - Strategy - 3D/2D -
Animal - Puzzle - VR Please

subscribe and rate our show.
Thank you! Episode 1: Episode

2: Episode 3:
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